When you’re on the same

wavelength ...

NORWEGIAN SPEARHEAD
SKILLS IN HATCHERIES
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... you can make
great things happen.

Lerøy Sjøtroll is an excellent
example of a working relationship
between the facility owner,
Krüger Kaldnes and Total Betong.
The capacity to deliver is our strength.
In a process where the working
relationship between three equal
partners takes centre stage, it is no
surprise that the result is fantastic.
Like Lerøy Sjøtroll at Fitjar. One of the
biggest hatcheries in the world.
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Lerøy Sjøtroll
Interior of the office building

smolt, smolt and post-smolt, all delivered
by Krüger Kaldnes. In all, the facility is to
produce 12.5 million smolt per year.
The companies started using the plant
in stages, section by section, in step with
the 60-day cycle of the fish. Following
complete project planning and delivery of
the building and the process equipment,
the first section entered operation in May
2018, and the entire facility was handed
over in August 2019.

Location: Fitjar in Sunnhordland
Construction client: Lerøy Vest AS and
Sjøtroll Havbruk AS
One of the largest land-based hatcheries
in the world has been built at Fitjar in
Sunnhordland. The clients are the sister
companies Lerøy Vest and Sjøtroll Havbruk,
and the plant is the companies’ principal
facility for the production of salmon smolt.
The building covers an area of 14,000 sqm,
and the total construction area measures
18,000 sqm. The site contains ten RAS
installations for starter feed, growth, pre4

FACTS
Capacity
4,700 tonnes/year
Maximum feed
21,600 kg/day

tekst

Production plan
5.5 million 160 g smolt
7.0 million 500 g post smolt

Process delivery:
•
Engineering, mechanical, process and
electrical
•
Intake purification
•
MBBR (Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor)
•
Dead-fish processing
•
Sludge installation
•
Feed installation
•
Complete process pipe package
•
Lighting control
•
Complete electrical automation
presented in a SCADA system, VA
Operator.
•
FDV maintenance system in MimerVA
•
Video surveillance
•
Membrane installation
•
Chalk installation for pH adjustment
•
AOT
•
Energy installation
•
Pump station for seawater
•
Construction delivery: Complete

2 hatcheries and
10 recirculation installations

The hatchery
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NINA MØGSTER
General Manager, Lerøy Sjøtroll
Nestling in the countryside close
to Hellandsfjord near Fitjar in
Sunnhordland, Norway, one of the
biggest on-shore hatcheries in the
world is taking shape. The plant is set
in beautiful surroundings, and it is
here that 12.5 million smolt are to be
hatched and delivered to the market
every year.
Nina Møgster has been closely
monitoring the construction process
– initially as CFO at Lerøy Sjøtroll,
and then as General Manager of
the company since 2018 – and
the ambitious project is now
approaching completion.
Since the facility entered into
operation in stages as each section
was completed, there was little
margin for error as construction
progressed. It was a demanding
process, according to Nina Møgster,
but one that progressed smoothly:
“There have been times when we
had to play catch-up, but thanks to
strong commitment to tackling the
challenges and excellent input at the
construction site, it looks like we’ll
stick to the schedule.”
She goes on to highlight the
teamwork phase as playing a key
role in making the project a success:
“We operate with exceptionally
high demands on biosecurity and
water quality. We also place high
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emphasis on ensuring an optimal
working environment at the plant in
the future, while at the same time,
it must be possible to operate the
facility efficiently. Together with the
stringent HSE requirements, this was
probably our most important input
for the design and build contractor
during the teamwork phase,” she
affirms. Good dialogue proved to
be the key to ensuring satisfactory
quality in the project for Lerøy
Sjøtroll.
Design and build contract
It was also important to Lerøy Sjøtroll
to run the project as a design and
build contract.
“This means that we don’t have to
deal with a whole range of suppliers.
All responsibility rests with the
design and build contractor, which
makes dialogue and cooperation
much simpler for us as the customer.
“Our overall impression of Krüger
Kaldnes and Total Betong is that
they are a solution-oriented partner.
They’re great to work with. They are
attentive and always ready to go the
extra mile to keep the project rolling.
The excellent atmosphere at the
construction site reflects a positive
working environment and plays a
key role in running large, complex
projects like this one successfully,”
concludes Nina Møgster.
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Osland Settefisk
Osland Settefisk AS is a part of
Osland Havbruk AS, which is one
of the oldest hatchery companies
in Norway. The business, which
is locally owned by the third
generation of the Osland family,
has its head office in Bjordal, in
the Municipality of Høyanger’s
section of Sognefjord.
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Total Betong/Krüger Kaldnes
are building a new hatchery for
Osland Settefisk that will cover
an area of 2,600 sqm. The plant
will comprise six basins and RAS
systems cast in concrete and the
remainder of the building carcase
will be clad in steel panels.
The construction period is set at
15 months.
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Osland Settefisk

Sørebø Department

Technical data:
Complete solution where Total Betong supplies the buildings, and Krüger Kaldnes is the
design and build supplier for the process equipment for the new hatchery installation.
The facility consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering, mechanical, process and
electrical
Intake purification
MBBR (Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor)
Dead-fish processing
Sludge collection
Feed solution

KJETIL RØRTVEIT
General Manager,
Osland Settefisk
The working relationship
with Total Betong and
Krüger Kaldnes has been
orderly and professional,
distinguished by clear
lines. During the teamwork process, we as
the customer put forward all kinds of ideas
and opinions, and they listened carefully to
our input.
We’ve worked with Krüger Kaldnes before,
and were confident that the process would
run smoothly. Our experience with Total
Betong is that they resemble us in many
areas. They can change direction quickly and
are extremely dynamic and decisive.
As we were working with a partner who has
several similar projects to refer to, we had
the opportunity to inspect some of these
for ourselves. The trips provided us with
valuable information and inspiration, and
confirmed that Total Betong and Krüger
Kaldnes are solid partners.
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•
•
•
•

Complete process pipe package
Lighting control
Complete electrical automation
presented in a SCADA system,
VA Operator.
FDV maintenance system in MimerVA

ODDGEIR LERBREKK
Project Manager,
Total Betong
The biggest challenge with this
project is the location. The facility
is located a long way up a narrow
fjord, with minor roads that were
occasionally closed on account
of landslides and roadworks. Nevertheless, these
issues did not affect the progress of the project in
any way other than Total Betong sometimes having
to change plans quickly and adapt progress to suit
accessibility. We maintain good communication with
the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA)
regarding periods when roads will be closed.
Through creative interaction with the customer and
Krüger Kaldnes, we developed a new solution that
we intend to apply to other projects in the future. It
involves an inspection hatch that has multiple uses
– for example, it is used to provide access during the
construction phase. Using ladders in concrete basins
is always linked to an element of risk, so this new
approach makes good sense from the perspective of
HSE. And once the installation is finished, the hatch
provides excellent access to inspect the basins.

FACTS
Capacity/licence
1,000 tonnes/year
Maximum feed in RAS
6,200 kg/day
Production plan
5.0 million 150 g smolt or
2.5 million 300 g smolt
1 hatchery, 4 recirculation
installations and
1 through-flow installation

The biggest challenge with this
tekst is the location.
project

The installation under
construction.

The General
Manager of
Osland Settefisk
tests the HSE/
inspection hatch
from Total Betong.
The company has
applied for a patent
for the hatch.

Successful
working
relationship

OUR
CUSTOMERS

Samspillsfasen
Our skill and experience with all aspects
of a hatchery make us a professional and
experienced partner for our customers when
it comes to the construction of hatchery
installations.

KRÜGER
KALDNES

TOTAL
BETONG

Early involvement
Our customers can be sure of receiving the best value
when we are involved early in the process. This allows us
to bring the full weight of our knowledge to the table, and
gives us the opportunity to adapt the design of the installation
to match the physical conditions regarding water, current and available
space, as well as the customer’s specific wishes and visions.
The process continues with a teamwork phase, where we carefully review
all deliveries and the positioning of the various functions. We continuously
incorporate the desired
changes in the 3D model,
and we can even give
customers a guided tour
of the future facility using
VR goggles to provide an
even better understanding
before construction
commences.
Through good dialogue
and interaction with our
customers, we come up
with the best possible
solutions together.
From the teamwork phase
during the development of
Salten Aqua’s new installation.
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Salten Smolt
Founded in 2000, Salten Smolt produces,
markets and sells smolt from two facilities:
•
Rognan in Vik, Saltdal, which hatches and
cultivates 4–4-5 million fry weighing up
to 5–10 grams.
•
Breivik in the Municipality of Bodø – a
modern hatchery that entered operation
in autumn 2001.
Upgrading to RAS system
Salten Smolt is looking to upgrade and
modernise the 20-year-old through-flow
installation in Breivik, with the objective
of doubling production to 8–10 million fry.
Modern RAS technology is to be used to
optimise water consumption.
The new plant in Breivik will encompass
10,000 sqm, with a footprint of 7,000 sqm.
Bringing out the best
Salten Smolt has completed a thorough
mapping phase together with Total Betong

and Krüger Kaldnes. Site surveys of existing
installations and meetings where wishes and
requirements are examined in detail generate
peace of mind and a shared understanding of
the new installation.
Børge Andreassen, General Manager of Salten
Smolt:
“It’s been a great working relationship where
we felt we were always in good hands. All
three parties have devoted a lot of resources
to the project in the teamwork phase. It’s a
large, significant investment for us. In the
process we’ve just completed, critical issues
have been thoroughly worked through.
“Switching from a through-flow installation
to a recirculation system is a new step for us
at Salten Smolt, and we’ve learned a whole
lot. We felt that the other parties listened
to our wishes and requirements and took us
seriously. At the same time, we can contribute
knowledge and experience such that everyone
can learn from one another. We’ve provided
input and made important contributions – it’s
all about bringing out the best in each other.
Both Krüger Kaldnes and Total Betong have
followed the project up closely, and now
that we’re moving on to the project planning
phase, we’re confident about what we’re
getting. The firm foundations translate into
predictability in the project.”
Left to right: Kjell Inge Lebesby, production
assistant at Salten Smolt, Børge Andreassen,
General Manager of Salten Smolt, Geir Weneberg
Chairman of the Board of Salten Aqua, and Morten
Lorentzen, Member of the Board of Salten Aqua.
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Newly built facility for Salten Smolt, comprising an administration building, production
building and relaxation room/canteen. Architect: UNO design & arkitektur

Salten Smolt is a no-nonsense partner. They are concerned
with high quality; they have the highest certification in the
industry, and they are committed to retaining it.

PER IVAR FOSHAUG
Project Manager, Krüger Kaldnes
JAN ARVID JOHANSEN
Marketing Manager/
Regional Manager North,
Total Betong

The assignment facing Krüger Kaldnes and Total Betong
was therefore to design a facility that lives up to the
certification. At the same time, Salten Smolt places great
emphasis on maintaining a good working environment for
its employees, which is clearly reflected in the solutions
chosen in the design and build contract. They also focus
heavily on HSE and have decided to install HSE/inspection
hatches in all basins.
Salten Smolt is a knowledgeable customer, but now that
they’re switching from a through-flow installation to an
RAS solution, there’s a lot that’s new to them. They have
not placed any restrictions on creativity in our technical
solutions.
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Success is not
down to chance
Project development is all about teamwork. The customer has needs and a
vision. Irrespective of whether it has to do with a completely new facility or
upgrading an existing building, our job at Krüger Kaldnes and Total Betong is
to listen and to understand. From the first meeting. That’s when the working
relationship begins.

SITE SURVEY
AND MAPPING

CONTACT

GENERAL SOLUTION,
PRICE AND
PROGRESS PLAN

LETTER OF INTENT

After a teamwork phase featuring productive
dialogue to clarify the vision, wishes and
requirements, we present a rough sketch of a
general solution. This forms the basis for the
budget price and progress plan, and when we
have agreed on a budget price and solution
we draw up a letter of intent.
Once the letter of intent has been signed, it
is time to move into the development phase.
This is where the project is to be tailored
and planned in detail. Everything is done in a
dynamic, creative atmosphere involving the
customer, Krüger Kaldnes and Total Betong.
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DEVELOPMENT
PHASE
SOLUTION
CONTRACT

We go through all deliveries, section by
section, basin by basin. We identify the best
process solutions and determine the best
places to position the equipment. Operation
and logistics must be optimal as soon as
the customer starts using the facility. We
conclude the development phase with tender
documentation, priced as a design and build
contract. If necessary, the offer can then be
adapted to the desired level, the agreement
negotiated and the contract finalised.
The exciting construction phase
Once construction starts, skilled craftsmen

CONSTRUCTION
FOLLOW-UP
HAND-OVER

and experienced project and construction
managers make sure that everything progresses
according to schedule. We are proud of our
profession, and we share the customer’s interest
in completing the best project possible. Peace
of mind and HSE are taken as read – and
systematised.
Hand-over is completed at the agreed time.
We apply thorough follow-up procedures to keep
track of the customer and the project after handover. We also offer service agreements to maintain
stable operation.

Model of Sjøtroll hatchery
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Kaldnes® RAS
Recirculation installations
Since Kruger Kaldnes made its debut at the AquaNor trade fair in
2011, our own-model Kaldnes® RAS system – which reuses and
regulates the production water used in smolt production – has
become something of a technological fairytale.
Krüger Kaldnes has established itself as a leading supplier, not
only on the Norwegian market, but also at global level. Today, we
are working closely with our customers to build installations of a
size beyond our wildest dreams. We have developed a variety of
rationalised turnkey solutions over the years, and the feedback
we’ve received form our clients on these and other types of
installation have been – and continue to be – extremely positive.
Kaldnes®MBBR
Our patented Kaldnes®Moving Bed (Kaldnes®MBBR) is the
biological motor in our recirculation installations. The process has
been utilised in a large number of aquaculture facilities all over
the world, and it is now the leading biological purification method
for use in recirculation installations. The distinguishing features of
Kaldnes®Moving Bed are that it is a highly compact, continuous
process with high hydraulic capacity and low energy consumption.
Hydrotech drum filter
Feed residue, faecal matter from fish, and surplus biomass from
the Kaldnes®Moving Bed process are all removed effectively by
Hydrotech drum filters – another highly recognised technology from
Veolia Water. Hydrotech drum filters feature high hydraulic capacity,
are simple to operate, and deliver stable purification results.
Typical aperture sizes in the filter cloth are in the range 40–90 чm
in recirculation installations, but apertures as small as 10 чm are
available for intake purification or lateral current installations.
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The technical equipment

Process monitoring
and control system

OPERATION CONTROL

Process monitoring
and control system

OPERATION CONTROL

Recirculating Aquaculture System.
Return on production, biosecurity and
flexible operation were the principal areas
of focus when Krüger Kaldnes was working
on the design of its RAS installations. In
order to deliver secure, sustainable and
eco-friendly solutions, Krüger Kaldnes
works closely with the client for the full
duration of the project.

O2
O2
PARTICLE REMOVAL
PARTICLE REMOVAL

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT
NITRIFICATION USING MBBR

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT
NITRIFICATION USING MBBR

CO₂ STRIPPING
CO₂ STRIPPING

PUMPING
PUMPING

BLOWER

FISH TANK
FISH TANK

BLOWER

HYDROTECH
HYDROTECH

MBBR

MBBR

SLUDGE TREATMENT
SLUDGE TREATMENT
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DECOMPOSITION OF
ORGANIC MATERIAL
DECOMPOSITION OF
ORGANIC MATERIAL

MBBR

MBBR

NITRIFICATION
AMMONIA TO NITRATE
NITRIFICATION
AMMONIA TO NITRATE

CO2 and N2
STRIPPING AND
GAS
CONITROGEN
2 and N2
MANAGEMENT
STRIPPING
AND
NITROGEN GAS
MANAGEMENT

ENERGY
INSTALLATION
ENERGY
INSTALLATION
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Norway’s leading
contractor in the
water industry
As a part of “Veolia Water Technologies”, we
are in a position to supply a diverse selection of
world-leading water technologies and products.
Our mission:
Resourcing the world
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Krüger Kaldnes AS is an internationally
oriented, Norwegian company that delivers
complete solutions for drain cleaning, water
treatment, sludge treatment, rehabilitation
and service to local authorities and
industries in Norway. The company offers
solutions for all areas of the water market,
from engineering to turnkey installations.
The company is best-known for the
Kaldnes®MBBR process, which is the
global market-leader and meets EU
requirements for tertiary purification. Wellknown technologies in the aquaculture
industry include the Kaldnes®RAS
(Recirculating Aquaculture System), which
features a number of steps including
particle separation with Hydrotech drum
filters and biological purification via
Kaldnes®MBBR.
The distinguishing feature of Krüger
Kaldnes solutions is that they are extremely
compact; they are also inexpensive to
operate and can be adapted to suit the
customer’s individual needs.

Osland II

Lerøy Sjøtroll Kjærelva

Krüger Kaldnes runs a large service
department with its own fleet of service
vehicles to look after water and wastewater
plants in all parts of Norway.
Sustainability
Many enterprises strive to achieve efficient
resource utilisation and sustainability.
Krüger Kaldnes and Veolia Water
Technologies (VWT) have undertaken to be
leading players in providing our customers
with sustainable solutions.

We supply our customers with processes
that combine various resource-efficient
technologies to improve operation, cut
costs and reduce dependency on finite
resources, as well as giving them the
opportunity to meet both existing and
anticipated framework conditions.
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Our work constantly provides us with new
and exciting challenges.

Total Betong is right
where you are!
Total Betong is a national design and build
contractor, specialising in the development and
construction of hatchery installations along the
coast of Norway. We also develop and construct all
types of commercial buildings. Our list of references
encompasses process buildings, industrial buildings,
office blocks, shops and multi-home residences, often
in combination with a commercial enterprise.
Vision:
We are to build strong relationships, discover new
opportunities and foster a lasting sense of pride.

And that’s
how we like it!
We love a challenge, and a good day at work
is a day when we have successfully tackled
whatever has been thrown at us, while
keeping the project right on schedule.
The field of health, safety and the
environment (HSE) is a top priority in
everything we do. For us, it is important
to maintain a good, safe workplace for
everyone, and our goal is zero injuries. We
work systematically to this end and have
digitalised our tasks to ensure effective and
continuous improvement. One good example
in this regard is the HSE/inspection hatch for
hatchery installations.
With unswerving focus on our vision, we build
strong relationships that we want to last
for years. We make demands on ourselves
to be orderly, attentive, unconventional
and focused on opportunities, and we take
good care of our employees, partners and
customers.
We create new opportunities by remaining
at the cutting edge with regard to the use of
new technology, and we are always ready to
challenge conventional solutions.
We promote an enduring sense of pride by
delivering reliable work with quality through
and through. We want our customers,
employees and partners alike to be proud of
the project. Not just at the time of hand-over
– but for years and years afterwards.
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The new Kolumbus bus depot at Raglamyr,
Haugesund.

New motor store for Bilpaviljongen in Sola.
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Jobbene våre gir stadig nye og spennende
utfordringer.

Det liker vi!

HSE, work and
inspection hatch
in fish basin
The hatch provides easy access to the
fish basins. It also reduces the use of tall
ladders – and thus the risk of falls from
height.

Utfordringer stiller krav til oss som fagfolk,
og en god dag på jobb er en dag der vi har
løst utfordringer på en god måte samtidig
som vi har holdt framdriften i prosjektet.
Fokus på helse, miljø og sikkerhet er høyt
hos oss. Vi vil at alle skal ha en trygg og
god arbeidsplass. Målet er null skader.
Vi jobber systematisk og har digitalisert
oppgavene som gir oss en effektiv
og kontinuerlig forbedring. Et godt
eksempel her er HMS-/inspeksjonsluken i
settefiskanlegg.
Med et daglig fokus på visjonen vår bygger
vi sterke relasjoner som vi ønsker skal holde
over tid. Vi stiller krav til oss selv om å være
ryddige, oppmerksomme, utradisjonelle
og mulighetsorienterte, og tar godt vare
på medarbeidere, samarbeidspartnere og
kunder.
Vi skaper nye muligheter ved å være
i forkant ved bruk av ny teknologi og
utfordre tradisjonelle løsninger.
Varig stolthet skaper vi ved å levere
skikkelig arbeid med gjennomført
kvalitet. Kunder, medarbeidere og
samarbeidspartnere skal være stolte av
prosjektet. Ikke bare ved overleveringen
- men i lang tid.

Patented HSE/inspection hatch for entering
and exiting fish basins safely.
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skarp.no

Norwegian
quality and skill

BODØ
Branch office
Total Betong
Jan Arvid Johansen
+47 915 46 813

Total Betong and Krüger Kaldnes have
achieved great things since 2014
See our websites for additional
information and references
totalbetong.no
krugerkaldnes.no

DRAMMEN
Branch office
Krüger Kaldnes

SANDEFJORD
Head office Krüger Kaldnes
+47 916 08 000

BRYNE
Head office Total Betong
Olav Bang Haagensen
+47 915 46 813
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